History of ISI
Since its foundation in 1977, ISI has been striving to create an educational environment and to offer services that
foster global human resources in the respective stages of education, language training, and international exchanges.

1977

2004

■ Opened the vocational college Tokyo Business and Language
College (TBL) in Machida
■ Cooperated with Bridgeport Int’l High School in the U.S. and
started the Studying Overseas High School Program

■ Opened Shinano Gakuin, a cram school, in Ueda

1979

■ Completed the new three-story Shinano Gakuin building

Shinano Gakuin

1980

■ Founded Shinano Preparatory School (President: Shojiro Ogino)

1981

Tokyo Business and
Language College

■ Completed the five-story Shinano Gakuin building

■ Gained approval for miscellaneous schools from Nagano Pref.
■ Changed the school name to Shinano Preparatory School

1985

ISI Shanghai Campus in SISU

■ Completed a six-story school building in the vacant lot of the former
three-story Shinano Yobiko building

1987

1992

■ Opened the Japanese language school Nagano Gaigo Academy
certified by the Association for the Promotion of Japanese
Language Education

ISI Language School

1993

1995
Inaugural Enterance Ceremony
at Nagano Gaigo Academy

ISI FESTA 2011

■ Moved the Japanese language school ILS and the ISI Corporate
Head Office to Takadanobaba

■ Opened the ISI Beijing Office as a support base for studying in China
■ Completed the new three-story school building Shinano Yobiko
Sakaki Campus

ISI Beijing Office

■ Completed building a student dormitory Dream Pal in Ueda

2011

■ Held a joint ISI Japanese language school event ISI FESTA 2011

ISI Language College

■ Opened the ISI Shanghai Office as a support base for studying in China

1999

2013
Ikebukuro Campus

■ Moved the vocational college TBL to Minami-Ikebukuro
■ Opened the annex of the Japanese language school ILS as Shikikan
in Takadanobaba
■ Moved the Japanese language school ILC to Ikebukuro Campus in
Minami-Ikebukuro

■ Established the Department of Chinese and English Int’l Studies in
Fudan University
■ Established the Internationa Division in Shanghai Foreign
Language School
■ Reached the milestone of 500 foreign students to study in Chinese
universities

2001

■ Cooperated with Peking University Health Science Center
and medical students started their overseas study

BLCU, Tokyo College /
ISI Head Office

2002
Peking University
Health Science Center

■ Opened the English language school ISI Ireland in Dublin, Ireland
■ Opened the Japanese language school ISI Tokyo in Takadanobaba
■ Donated the ISI Japan-China Friendship First Choice Elementary
School in the Xigaze District of Tibet
■ Cooperated with the University of Bridgeport in the U.S. and started
the Two-Country Study Abroad Program

■ Opened the Japanese language school ISI Chukyo in Gifu
■ Educational Corporation ISI Gakuen (President: Shojiro Ogino) was
approved by Tokyo Metropolitan Government
■ Cooperated with 20 Irish high schools and started the Studying
Overseas High School Program

www.isi-globa l.com

2015

■ Opened the student dormitory Shakujii-Koen Int’l House
■ Opened Beijing Language and Culture University, Tokyo College in
Minami-Ikebukuro
■ Moved the head office to Minami-Ikebukuro

2016
Nagano Business and
Language College

2003

ISI Chukyo

■ Started Medical Education Preparatory Course

2014

2000

Enterance Ceremony at BLCU

2012

■ April 1: the 35th anniversary of ISI’s foundation
■ Maasaki Ogino became CEO of ISI Global Inc. and ISI Inc., and
Executive Director of Educational Corporation ISI Gakuen
■ Reopened the Japanese Language School ISI Tokyo as ISI Language
College (ILC) in Nishi-Shinjuku

1998

■ Founded ISI Inc. in Tokyo (President: Shojiro Ogino)
■ Established the Department of Chinese and English International
Studies at Shanghai International Studies University (SISU), BFSU,
Shinano Yobiko Sakaki Campus
BLCU and started the Two-Country Study Abroad Program

■ Started to manage TECC, Test of Communicative Chinese
■ The Advanced Course at the vocational college TBL was approved
by Tokyo Metropolitan Government
■ The Advanced Course at the vocational college NLC was approved
by Nagano Pref.

Create Your Global Dreams with ISI

2010

1996

1997

■ Opened the language school ISI Shanghai Campus at Shanghai Int’l
Studies University
■ Opened the ISI Shanghai Office in the same facility
■ Cooperated with 15 high schools in Auckland, New Zealand, and
started the Studying Overseas High School Program
■ Held a ceremony for the 30th anniversary of ISI’s foundation

2008

■ Started a new business for studying at Chinese universities

■ Completed a student dormitory Shirakaba Ryo in Ueda
■ Opened Tokyo Office to promote the expansion of the overseas
education business nationwide
■ Business cooperation with Beijing Foreign Studies University
(BFSU) and Beijing Language and Culture University (BLCU)

■ Founded ISI Global Inc. (President: Shojiro Ogino)
■ Opened the Japanese language school ISI Language School (ILS) in
Shin-Okubo
■ Donated ISI Hope Second Elementary School in Tsingtao, China
■ Cooperated with 24 public schools in Vancouver, Canada, and
started the Studying Overseas High School Program
■ Opened ISI Office in Vancouver, Canada

2007

■ Completed Karuizawa Seminar House, a training facility, in Karuizawa

Shinano Yobiko

■ Opened the vocational college Nagano Language College (NLC) in
Ueda
■ Moved ISI Corporate Head Office to Shinjuku Island Tower

2006

1982
Shinano Yobiko

2005

■ Renamed the vocational college NLC to Nagano Business and
Language College (NBL)
■ Opened the student dormitories NBL Int’l House and Toda Int’l
House

2017

■ April 1: the 40th anniversary of ISI’s foundation
■ Opened the Japanese Language School ISI Language School, Kyoto
■ Opened 4 student dormitories in Kyoto
■ Moved the Japanese Laguage School ISI Chukyo to Kyoto

ISI Language School, Kyoto

Issued in August 2017

ISI Group Pro�ile

With gratitude as we look to the future

《 ISI Corporate Statement 》

Create Your Global Dreams with ISI

We started as a private tutoring school 40 years ago.
In the fields of education, language teaching, and international exchange,
we will continue to foster global human resources
in whose hands rests the future of the world.
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《 ISI Philosophy 》

Our aim is to help people achieve their dreams
and to help foster a global society,
in a way of creating an educational environment
for the development of global human resources.
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Based on our corporate philosophy, the ISI Group strives to offer an outstanding educational environment
and services through our core businesses of Japanese language education, vocational college, and overseas
study.

Japanese Language
Education Division

University Administration
Division

ISI Dalian Office

io n

Study Abroad
Division

Executive Director, Educational Corporation ISI Gakuen

The ISI Group started in 1977 as a small private tutoring school. After that, with your support, we grew
into an educational business group operating four businesses: Japanese language instruction, study
abroad programs, vocational school operations, and a college course. Currently, more than 3,000 students
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study at the domestic educational institutions and overseas educational institutions of the ISI Group.

ISI Kokusai Gakuin
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CEO, ISI Inc.

President, Educational Corporation ISI Gakuen

support, and we truly appreciate it.
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CEO, ISI Global Inc.

Chairman, ISI Inc.

Thanks to all of you, the ISI Group is celebrating its 40th anniversary. This is precisely the result of your
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(Japanese Language Department)
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Nagano Business and
Language College

Chairman, ISI Global Inc.

Our 40th anniversary —
with gratitude as we look to the future

Beijing Language and Culture
University, Tokyo College
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ISI Language School, Kyoto

Masaaki Ogino
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Japanese Language School Group

Shojiro Ogino
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Upon reaching the milestone of the 40th anniversary, we developed the key message: “With gratitude as

Study-abroad Program for
Earning Credits or Degrees
in English-speaking Countries

we look to the future.” While renewing our gratitude for everyone’s support, we will once again review and
realize the mission and roles of the ISI Group.

Short-term Study-abroad
Programs in English-speaking
Countries

We will also increase the sense of unity of the group for the future, and via coordination with international
and local societies, as well as the academic-industrial alliance, we will grow as an educational institution
to produce human resources with both the language skills and expertise needed in today’s Japan, which

College Education
Division

Education-related
Services

Vocational College Group
Tokyo Business and Language
College
Nagano Business and Language
College

ISI Group
Corporation
Outline
（FY2017）

● Management of Student Dormitories
● Foster Foreign Nurses and Caregivers
● Foster Japanese Language Teachers
● ISI International Education Fund etc.

The business environment surrounding us is changing at a rapid pace. With its history of 40 years, the ISI
Peking University Health
Science Center Medical
Educational Program

Group will continue to create new value based on innovative ideas. Thank you for your continued guidance
and support.

Overseas Students Support
Offices
●
●

ISI Shanghai Office
ISI Beijing Office

ISI Global Inc.

ISI Inc.

Educational Corporation ISI Gakuen

NPO International Exchange Support Organization

■ Location: 2-29-14 Minami-Ikebukuro, Toshima-ku, Tokyo

■ Location:
〈 Head Office/ISI Kokusai Gakuin / Beijing Language and Culture University, Tokyo College〉
2-29-14 Minami-Ikebukuro, Toshima-ku, Tokyo 171-0022, Japan
〈ISI Language School〉
2-14-19 Takadanobaba, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 169-0075, Japan
〈ISI Language School, Kyoto〉
6-6 Nishinokyo-Ryomachi, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto-shi, Kyoto 604-8497, Japan
■ Establishment: January 5, 1999

■ Location:

■ Location: 2-29-14 Minami-Ikebukuro, Toshima-ku, Tokyo 171-0022, Japan

■ Representative: Masaaki Ogino, CEO
■ Capital: JPY 10 million
■ Description of Business
● Overseas study services / overseas study support for Japanese students
● Establishment and management of Japanese language schools
● Administration of Beijing Language and Culture University, Tokyo College
● Establishment and management of student dormitories

■ Foundation: April 1, 1977

171-0022, Japan
■ Establishment: January 5, 2006
■ Representative: Masaaki Ogino, CEO
■ Capital: JPY 50 million
■ Sales: JPY 2,407 milion (Consolidate FY2016)

■ Number of Employees: 377 (Consolidate, incl. part‐time
teachers)
■ Description of Business: Business management of the ISI
Group and its subordinate operations
■ Bank: Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation, Bank of
Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ, Resona Bank, Shoko Chukin
Bank, etc.
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faces a serious human-resource shortage in both quantity and quality.

Study-tour in English-speaking
Countries

〈Head Office〉2-29-14 Minami-Ikebukuro, Toshima-ku, Tokyo 171-0022, Japan
〈Tokyo Business and Language College〉

1-13-13 Minami-Ikebukuro, Toshima-ku, Tokyo 171-0022, Japan

〈ISI Language College〉

1-13-13 Minami-Ikebukuro, Toshima-ku, Tokyo 171-0022, Japan

〈Nagano Business and Language College〉3-5-18 Chuo, Ueda-shi, Nagano 386-0012, Japan

■ Establishment: April 9, 2007
■ Representative: Masaaki Ogino, President
■ Description of Business
● Popularization, enlightenment, and support to pursue and provide educational
cooperation and provision to schools in Japan and abroad
● Overseas study support business

■ Establishment: October 31, 2003
■ Representative: Shojiro Ogino, President
■ Total Asset: JPY 1,270,021,659 (As of March 31, 2017)
■ Description of Business: Establishment and management of vocational
schools and various schools
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Japanese Language Education Division

College Education Division

ISI Japanese Language School where about
2,000 foreign students from more than
110 countries and regions worldwide study.

An international vocational school to foster global
human resources with excellent language skills and
international business sense.

The ISI Japanese Language School Group opened its first school in Ueda
City, Nagano Prefecture, in 1992. Currently, four schools nationwide are in
operation—two schools in Tokyo and one school in Kyoto opened in addition
to the school in Ueda City, Nagano Prefecture. More than 2,000 foreign
students are studying Japanese language and culture. We aim to become a
leader in the Japanese language school industry by offering innovative classes
and services that meet students’ expectations.

Our vocational schools will help the students develop excellent communication
skills in a foreign language and global business as well as nurture the dreams of
students who wish to participate in a global field. The schools are located in the
international area of Ikebukuro, Tokyo, and surrounded by mountains and forests in
Ueda City, Nagano. At the cosmopolitan and multicultural campuses where many
foreign students are enrolled, the schools aim to foster human resources that have
international sensitivity, business ability, and the power to execute.

www.isi-education.com

www.isi.ac.jp

Affiliated by Association for the Promotion
of Japanese Language Education

ISI Language
School
2-14-19 Takadanobaba, Shinjuku-ku
Tokyo 169-0075, Japan
TEL: +81-3-5155-6886
FAX: +81-3-5155-6887

Miscellaneous School Authorized by
Tokyo Metropolitan Government

ISI Language
College
1-13-13 Minami-Ikebukuro
Toshima-ku, Tokyo 171-0022, Japan
TEL: +81-3-5957-2410
FAX: +81-3-5957-2420

Affiliated by Association for the Promotion
of Japanese Language Education

ISI Language School,
Kyoto
6-6 Nishinokyo-Ryomachi
Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto-shi
Kyoto 604-8497, Japan
TEL: +81-75-803-6120
FAX: +81-75-803-6130

Vocational College

Nagano Business and
Language College
〈Japanese Language Department〉
3-5-18 Chuo, Ueda-shi
Nagano 386-0012, Japan
TEL : +81-268-23-7220
FAX: +81-268-22-4977
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The school has accepted students from more than 90 countries
since it opened; currently, there are students from more than 50
countries at this school, which makes it very international in
character. As the largest educational institution in ISI, the
Japanese language school provides diverse curricula with four
courses and nine classes, which are meticulously organized
level by level from basic Japanese to advanced levels, including
conversation to cultural experiences as preparation for topnotch
universities and employment assistance.
Capacity
Courses
and
Classes

■ Top University Preparation Course
■ Standard Japanese Course (University Pathway Class / Graduate School Pathway Class /

College Pathway Class / JLPT Preparation Class / Practical Conversation Class / Job Finding Class)

■ Private Course

Capacity

400

Courses
and
Classes

■ Private Course

Cultivation of immediate readiness and creativity that can be used globally
・Education that deepens the international understanding ─ Internationality
・Education with understanding and satisfaction ─ Professionality
・Education that enhances the comprehensive capabilities as a member of society ─ Humanity

Educational Corporation ISI Gakuen
Vocational College

Educational Corporation ISI Gakuen
Vocational College

www.isi.ac.jp/tbl

www.isi.ac.jp/nbl

1-13-13 Minami-Ikebukuro, Toshima-ku, Tokyo 171-0022, Japan
TEL: +81-3-5957-1310 FAX: +81-3-5957-2410

3-5-18 Chuo, Ueda-shi, Nagano 386-0012, Japan
TEL: +81-268-23-7220 FAX: +81-268-22-4977

Tokyo Business and Language College (TBL)

Nagano Business and Language College (NBL)

■ Standard Japanese Course

（University Pathway Class / College Pathway Class / JLPT Preparation Class /
Practical Conversation Class / Job Finding Class）

In July 2017, ISI Language School, Kyoto was opened as the
7th school in the ISI group. Unique to this school and in
keeping with Kyoto as a center of Japanese culture, we offer
students the chance to experience such activities as the tea
ceremony and Zen meditation, as well as providing academic courses for students wishing to enter higher education or
master the Japanese language.

Courses
and
Classes

《 ISI Gakuen’s Education Policy 》

1,346

The learning environment for educational advancement to
universities and vocational schools, as well as for the
students who intend to work in Japan, is in place. Since
opening in 2002, the results of our expertise have produced
many students who are now actively working around the
world. The school started as a miscellaneous school at the
same time as the relocation to a new school building in
Ikebukuro in July 2014.

Capacity

《 ISI Gakuen’s Philosophy 》

1,100

■ Academic Japanese Course
■ General Japanese Course（Cultural Experience Class / Practical Conversation Class /
Reading Comprehensive / Writing Class /JLPT Preparation Class）

■ Summer Course ■ Private Course

The College opened in Ueda City, Nagano Prefecture, in
1992 as an international Japanese language educational
institution for students from around the world; the vocational college now has a total enrollment of 565. The Japanese
Language Department offers exchange classes with the
International Communication Department and meets the
needs of students with a variety of curricula for educational
advancement to vocational schools, universities, and graduate schools.
Capacity

265（Japanese Language Department）

Courses
and
Classes

■ Standard Japanese Course（University Pathway Class / College Pathway Class /
JLPT Preparation Class / Practical Conversation Class / Job Finding Class)

■ Private Course

Tokyo Business and Language College opened in Machida
City, Tokyo, in 2004. With the relocation to Ikebukuro in
April 2014, enrollment expanded to 320, and the Global
Business Department was established. The International
Communication Department was also renewed. The College
mission is to foster human resources that can contribute to
business in a global society of advancing globalization. The
College mission is to foster human resources that can
contribute to business in a global society of advancing
globalization. The College has sufficient curricula and facilities to develop students with excellent international sensitivity who can acquire the latest business skills.

Capacity

320

〈 Global Business Department 〉
■ Global Business Course

Departments and
Courses

〈 International Communication Department 〉

■ English Career Course
■ Japanese-Chinese Medical Interpretation Course
■ University and Graduate School Preparatory Course

The College first opened its doors in Ueda City in 1992 as
an international Japanese language educational institution
for foreign students. Since then, it has grown into a vocational college with a total capacity of 565 students in its Global
Business Department, International Communication Department and Japanese Language Depar tment. Situated in
Nagano Prefecture, an area of outstanding natural beauty,
the college offers programs for students to develop their
business skills, language abilities, communication skills,
and cult ural competency, together with helping them
prepare for success in the global market place.

Capacity

300 (College Department)

〈 Global Business Department 〉

MDIS Diploma Class / Global Management Class

Departments,
Courses and
Classes

〈 International Communication Department 〉

■ English Career Course
English and Trading Class / English and Japanese-Language Education Class /
English and Chinese Class
■ Japanese-Vietnamese Interpretation Course
■ Hospitality Course
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University Administration Division

Study Abroad Division

ISI university management business offers the best Chinese
language education and fosters global human resources that
will serve as the bridge for Japan-China friendships.

We meet the diverse needs of students wanting to study
abroad with our innovative programs and outstanding
services.

In cooperation with Beijing Language and Culture University, a Chinese national university that offers the best Chinese language education for foreign nationals, Tokyo College offers the highest level of Chinese language and cultural
education. We work to teach the language as well as give students the opportunity to acquire business and communication skills, participate in career education
to utilize the acquired language skills, and become global human resources with
language skills and expertise in their field.

The International Study Institute (ISI), Tokyo, offers a wide variety of
overseas educational programs, including those for students who want to
earn a degree and credits from the foreign graduate schools or universities.
We also help to transfer from a Japanese university to a foreign university,
and study abroad to earn a second bachelor's degree. Study-abroad as an
exchange student in the high school is also the popular program, often
through utilization of scholarships.

www.blcu.jp

www.isi-ryugaku.com

Beijing Language and Culture University

Beijing Language and Culture University originated as a higher preparatory school
for foreign students in 1962 with its primary mission to teach the Chinese language
and culture to foreign students. The school is the international university in China
that has accepted foreign students from 183 countries and regions since its establishment.
Its accumulated studies on the teaching of the Chinese language and culture to foreigners
are unrivaled, and its expertise has been used all over the world. Currently, approximately
10,000 foreign students annually study at the university, which is called a mini-United
Nations with the mixture of languages and values.

Tokyo College has three missions: foster human resources
familiar with the Chinese language, provide Chinese language
training to Japanese companies, and foster human resources who
are engaged in Chinese language education.

Location in Japan of a foreign university
designated by Ministry of Education,
Culture, Sports, Science and Technology

Based on the direct teaching method used at the Beijing campus, we provide the best
Chinese language education and teach culture and methods of expression appropriate
for business settings.

Corporate Training
Utilizing the “know-how” fostered by a university education, we provide expertise in
Chinese language training for companies and efficiently teach language appropriate
for business settings.

Chinese Language Teacher Training

2-29-14 Minami-Ikebukuro, Toshima-ku
Tokyo 171-0022, Japan
TEL: +81-3-5960-1333 FAX: +81-3-5960-1334

Study-abroad Program
for Earning Credits or
Degrees in
English-speaking
Countries

Chinese Language
Linguistics
International Economics & Trade
■ Japanese-Chinese Interpretation & Translation
■ English
■ Japanese
■

Two majors and
five sub majors can be selected.

Sub
Major

Major

Overseas study programs
on the Beijing campus or
universities in the United States.

Conveniently located in
Ikebukuro, and with modern
facilities.
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■

Short-term
Study-abroad
Programs in
English-Speaking
Countries

Chinese Teaching Methodology

【Course Features】
With direct teaching methods and the participatory small class size that encourage student participation,
we offer the same high quality Chinese language education that is provided on the Beijing campus.
Students from different countries around the world study together on campus, the same as they would on
the Beijing campus. By experiencing different foreign languages and cultures, they are able to broaden their
global horizons.

3. Career Support Programs

We offer a variety of excellent career support programs to help students find the career-path choice that is right
for them.

We improved our overseas study programs to acquire practical language skills, understanding of different cultures, and
advance com munication skills. As a “Double Campus
Program”, Tokyo college students can take classes for one
semester – 1 or 2 years in the sophomore or junior year at the
Beijing campus. Students who choose English as their sub
major can study at a partner university in the United States
for one year. Credits earned during the overseas study are
approved and counted toward graduation.
The school occupies the second to the seventh floors of the
building in Ikebukuro where ISI’s head office is located. The
teacher’s room and student service center are on the second
f loor. The student lounge and library are on the third f loor.
There are sufficient number of valuable Chinese linguistic
books and cultural books in addition to Japanese books. In
the student lounge, PCs and vending machines are installed
to provide a space for students to do research and relax.

The way to study abroad varies. No student, from juniors
to adults, is to be grouped in one program. ISI is ready to
willingly respond to these various needs of overseas
education with the best-suited programs and customized
services.
Our program line:
・English Summer Camp, Test English, TESOL/TEFL
・Global Leadership Academy, Sports Academy,
Scholarship-tied Program
・Overseas Study Tour On-campus
・Overseas Internship

We back up the activities of schools that focus on global human
resources development and English education.

1. Excellent Chinese Language Education
2. International Environment

ISI has been in close liaison with overseas educational
instit utions, which amount to over 500 schools in the
English-speaking countries. ISI boasts its highest reputation for having sent numerous Japanese students overseas
with exclusively unique and advanced programs, which meet
the needs of study-abroad in overseas HSs and universities.
ISI also provides the customers with the best personalized
solutions by professional consultancy and expertise.

Our handling programs are offered from summer English to
scholarship-tied programs, and more.

To improve Japanese people’s Chinese language skills, the fostering of Chinese
language teachers is essential. Tokyo College will deploy the world’s best human
resource development program.
Major

2-29-14 Minami-Ikebukuro, Toshima-ku, Tokyo 171-0022, Japan
TEL: +81-3-5960-1338 FAX: +81-3-5960-1339

As a general study-abroad agency, we offer a number of programs to study
abroad at universities and high schools in English-speaking countries.

Regular University Education

Beijing Language and
Culture University,
Tokyo College

ISI Kokusai Gakuin

Study-tour
in the English-Speaking
Countries

For junior high schools and high schools, we develop and provide the best training
programs for overseas group training. This has been realized thanks to the cooperation
and support of ISI’s partner educational institutions in foreign countries. We have long
contributed to global human resources development through value-added practical
training programs such as schooling with buddies, homestays with local families,
research activities, field trips, and volunteer opportunities.

Peking University Health Science Center Medical Educational Program is
the program for those who want to become medical doctors.

Peking University
Health Science Center
Medical Educational
Program

We formed an alliance with Peking University Health Science Center, which is the
highest educational institution in China. Graduates passed the National Examination
for Medical Practitioners in Japan and played active roles in prestigious university
hospitals or other medical institutions in Japan. Their language skills, communication
skills, and human strengths have been fostered in study abroad programs and have
been highly regarded in medical settings in Japan. The program is expected to respond
to the shortage of medical human resources, aging of the population, and medical
globalization where graduates will serve as global medical doctors speaking multiple
languages not only in Japan but also around the world. We support the realization of
the dream to become a medical doctor.
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International and
Social Contributions

Education-Related Services Business

The ISI Group sponsors a variety of activities that
contribute to the grow th of international society
by fostering global human resources.

Development of New Programs and Activites

Management of Student Dormitories
We offer student dormitories to help international students live
in safety, security and comfort in Japan.

We conduct activities to develop new programs and
to foster human resources, such as fostering of foreign nurses,
caregivers, and Japanese language teachers.

Academic-industrial Collaboration
The ISI Group will meet industry expectations by offering curricula and collaborative classes reflecting corporate needs and
by establishing a proposal-based career center.
Classes held in collaboration with
corporations where we discuss
business challenges

Mirai Juku (Future Academy)
taught by top management

Tokyo

ISI Group vocational schools invite top
management from different industries to
give lectures on international business
or other themes.

Shakujii-Koen International House
Foreign Nursing Program Students

We invite people from partner companies to
give lectures on on-site business challenges
and conduct practical and challenging
lessons.

Employment-selection internship
with partner companies

Active approach to companies
Since 2016, TBL has recommended its
students to companies who are looking
for skilled human resources.

Toda International House

TBL introduced employment-selection
internships in AY 2017 where all enrolled
students are guaranteed employment after
satisfying the designated work performance during a specific internship.

English and Japanese-Language Education Class at NBL

Nagano

International Support Activities
We have established the ISI International Education Fund and
have been conducting international support business to enhance
the educational environment.

NBL International House

Kyoto

Kameoka
International House

Saga-Kariwake
International House

Saga-Arashiyama
International House

Saiin
International House

ISI Japan-China Frendship First Choice Elementary
School in Xigaze District of Tibet, China (2002)

Coordination on International Education
With the goal of fostering global human resources, the ISI Group collaborates with many foreign educational institutions
to develop and market its own study-abroad programs.
Operating the Tokyo branch of a foreign university

Agreement and collaboration with foreign educational institutions

In 2015, the ISI Group formed an affiliation with Beijing Language and Culture
University, a national university of China,
and opened its Tokyo College in Ikebukuro.
This college provides the same curriculum
as the parent university in China and
offers regular four-year courses as well as
a training program for Chinese language
teachers and Chinese language classes
for working people, which contributes to
t he e n h a nc e me nt of t he q u a l it y of
Chinese language education in Japan.

The ISI Group signed a program agreement
with foreign educational and research
institutions, including universities, high
schools, and language schools, to recognize
credits toward graduation for students
through study abroad and exchange
courses for students and teachers and
through research exchange programs.

ISI Hope Second Elementary School
in QingDao, China (2006)

Coordination with Local Society

Overseas Offices

Overseas Educational Institute

Japanese staff or personnel who can speak Japanese
will support students in each location.

Schools opened with the cooperation
of overseas educational organizations:

ISI Shanghai Office

ISI Beijing Office

ISI Dalian Office

4F Xianda College

#2517 Kequn Building East
No.30 Xueyuan Road Haidian District
Beijing, China
TEL: +86-10-6231-8821
FAX: +86-10-6231-8821

#710 Yi Fang International
Apartment, No.29 Anle Street
Zhongshan District
Dalian, China
TEL: +86-411-6263-0704

No.390 Dongtiyuhui Road
HongKou District, Shanghai, China
TEL: +86-21-5127-8222
FAX: +86-21-5127-8221
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The ISI Group deepens its connection to local society by opening schools for local people and activities
that give back the knowledge we gained as an educational institution to the local community.
Sponsoring lectures and exchange sessions

Hosting events and extension lectures

Volunteering

The ISI Group supports language education and
international exchanges by giving lectures for high
school students nationwide in order to increase
st udent mot ivat ion for la ng u age lea r n i ng, by
providing language education support materials,
and by sponsoring intercultural social events with
students from overseas.

The ISI Group actively promotes exchanges and
coordination between students, teachers, and the
local community through events organized by the
schools. Additionally, we give extension lectures
for the general public so that we can contribute to
the local community as a good corporate citizen.

The ISI Group actively supports the volunteer activities of students. We promote student self-growth
through proactive learning and activities as we
encourage students to employ their skills for the local
community.

Lecture meeting in a high school

Ueda Gion festival

Disaster volunteer interpreter activity

Affiliated by ACELS・MEI-RELSA

International Study Institute Dublin
4 Meetinghouse Lane, Mary’s Abbey Dublin 7, Ireland
TEL: +353-1-8727888 FAX: +353-1-8788538
www.studyinireland.ie

Summer camp in Tokyo

Chinese language class /
Chinese art class

Trash cleenup volunteer activity
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